
Immersive educational experiences that 
bring the Anglo-Saxons to life

KS1



We specialise in education focused upon the 'Dark
Ages'. This covers the departure of the Roman Empire

from Britain, the arrival of the Anglo-Saxons, their
conversion to Christianity and Viking raids.

Our Education Team will help your class to further
understand the period with hands on, interactive

workshops and sessions in our reconstruction farm
and buildings.

We currently have options for KS1 and KS2. 
KS3 and 4 groups are welcome to contact us to

discuss an education visit. 

We can't wait to help your group experience the Dark
Ages!

Thank you for choosing
to visit Jarrow Hall



KS1 
Changes through Time

KS2
Exploring Anglo-Saxon

Britain
The Vikings and the
struggle for England

What we Offer



Explore our reconstruction farm and village to gain
an in-depth understanding of 'Changes through

Time'.
Your visit to Jarrow Hall will involve our Changes

through Time on the Farm session and the
Observations of Seasonality Workshop.

We will be hosting a temporary, 6-week exhibition
showcasing children's work on the theme 'Changes

through Time'. Schools are welcome to submit a
piece of work for our exhibition.

KS1
Changes Through Time

Full day trip costs £250 for one class
Half Day trip options available



Explore a working Anglo-Saxon farm and
reconstruction village.

Learn how animals have been used over time.
Compare the differences between Anglo-Saxon

and modern farming techniques.
Understand how Anglo-Saxons lived, what their

houses were like and the differences and
similarities to our lives now.

Changes through Time on the Farm

KS1



Anglo-Saxon Observations of Seasonality

Explore the Anglo-Saxon calendar and experience
the tasks that Anglo-Saxons would carry out from

season to season.
Choose One from:

Sol Monath (February), which Bede calls the
'Month of Cakes', where we will prepare and
make Anglo-Saxon style cakes. These cakes
were traditionally offered to mother earth.
Thri Milche Monath (May) - Month of Three

Milkings. We will milk a dummy cow and make
butter.

We invite groups to join in with our 'Changes through
Time' exhibition, where we hope to display work

from schools around our KS1 topics.

KS1



Advice for Teachers
Please read the following information regarding our workshops to help

advise you on your visit. We always aim to make our workshops interactive,
engaging and fun. We are happy to discuss any of your pupils’ needs prior
to your visit to ensure that everyone can access our education sessions.

KS1

Children will explore the farm and buildings, there
are animals on the farm - consider allergies.

Sensible footwear is advised.
Reconstruction buildings can be dark and smelly and

we will have a campfire.
Consider for children who do not like loud noises,

unfamiliar scents and sights

Changes through Time on the Farm

Children will take part in a range of activities
depending upon what you book.

We will use a range of historic tools which must be
considered.

A focus of this workshop is upon food production
and children will get hands on making foods that

they are welcome to taste.

Observations of Seasonality



To book call 0191 536 4873 or email
education.stan@groundwork.org.uk

*Groups are advised to wear suitable
clothing and footwear for spending time

outdoors

We Can't wait to
meet you in the
Early Medieval

Period!


